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Introduction
Peripheral arterial disease (PAD), otherwise 
known as the narrowing of the arteries of the lower 
limb and subsequent restriction of blood flow, is 
increasing in prevalence due to an aging popula-
tion. It affects 4–12% of people aged 55–70 years, 
and up to 20% of those aged over 70 years, and it 
is more common among men.1,2 This prevalence 
is affected by the existence of cardiovascular risk 
factors, such as smoking, diabetes mellitus (DM), 
arterial hypertension, or hyperlipidemia.

Chronic limb-threatening ischemia (CLTI) is the 
most severe manifestation of PAD, and it is seen 
in patients with ischemic rest pain or skin lesions 
(ulcers or gangrene). In this kind of ischemia, 
treatments to improve arterial perfusion become 
necessary to mitigate the symptoms and prevent 
amputation of the limb. The quality of life is low 
in patients with CLTI, as they need continuous 
care, lose their independence, have reduced social 
contact, and, finally, become depressed.3 The 

rate of limb loss increases in patients with diabe-
tes or chronic end stage renal failure. If treatment 
does not work properly in the first few months, it 
is doubtful whether initial success will be sus-
tained after 12 months.4 Moreover, CLTI repre-
sents an independent risk factor for mortality,5 as 
almost 50% of patients do not survive >5 years 
after diagnosis.6

Although bypass graft surgery and endovascular 
techniques have been developed to increase perfu-
sion in this pathology, there may be cases in which 
the patient is not suitable for these approaches, 
the invasive treatment fails, or a high surgical risk 
discourages the patient from both kind of manage-
ment. Figure 1 depicts a CLTI diabetic patient, 
with multilevel arterial occlusive disease, illustrat-
ing the challenge of revascularization.

For this reason, several alternative vascular thera-
pies (e.g. vasodilator drugs, lumbar sympathec-
tomy and growth factors) have emerged in recent 
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years with the aim of relieving pain at rest, healing 
wounds and avoiding limb loss in the aforemen-
tioned situations. Here, we focus on therapy with 
growth factors, whose objective is to induce vascu-
lar regeneration that follows an arterial occlusion 
by stimulating angiogenesis and arteriogenesis.7–9

It should be kept in mind that critical ischemia of 
the leg is a proinflammatory state, in which the 
redox imbalance, attributable to an overproduc-
tion of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that over-
whelm the protective defense mechanism of cells, 
plays a primary role. Most of the cardiovascular 

risk factors eventually converge and result in this 
critical situation, making the patient vulnerable. 
As we will discuss later, a drug that repair this 
general imbalance, can help improve the symp-
toms of vascular disease, and can also provide 
other benefits related to the morbidity and mor-
tality associated with this condition.

First, we will try to clearly define how the forma-
tion of new blood vessels occurs. Currently, it is 
accepted that angiogenesis is the formation of 
new capillaries, by sprouting and intussusception, 
from preexisting capillaries, and is dependent on 
hypoxia signals. In turn, arteriogenesis is the 
mechanism by which preexisting and normoxic 
collateral arterioles enlarge as a consequence of 
shear stress forces following a major artery occlu-
sion. Both, angiogenesis and arteriogenesis, are 
encompassed in the term neovascularization. 
However, the formation of a primitive vascular 
plexus during embryonic development from 
angioblast is known as vasculogenesis.10–12 It 
should be highlighted that vasculogenesis appears 
in the embryo, but may also be present in adult-
hood; conversely, angiogenesis has also been 
demonstrated during embryogenesis.13,14

Therefore, angiogenesis and arteriogenesis are dif-
ferent mechanisms for the recovery of decreased 
blood flow that is secondary to arterial occlusion, 
and involves a series of events intended to compen-
sate for the lack of flow (Figure 2). Arteriogenesis 
leads to the vasodilation of collateral vessels, and 
decreases the resistance to blood flow, which results 
in a 30% increase in blood flow distally to the 
occlusion.13,15 In the typical form of CLTI, oxygen 
tension drops in the foot, while a collateral network 
of blood vessels is generated, mainly in the proxi-
mal thigh, where they are surrounded by healthy 
and adequately oxygenated tissues.13 Consequently, 
although therapeutic interventions aimed at salvag-
ing a limb affected by CLTI may include attempts 
to stimulate both angiogenesis and arteriogenesis, 
the latter should be the objective if attempting to 
pursue a real clinical benefit in these patients.13

Growth hormone and the vascular system
Currently, the vascular endothelium is consid-
ered an important internal secretion gland due to 
its many functions, including the paracrine/auto-
crine production of growth factors, such as growth 
hormone (GH),16 for which the endothelium has 
specific receptors.17 This is consistent with the 
widely accepted fact that GH is a pleiotropic 

Figure 1. Computed tomography angiogram (CTA) 
showing the leg flow of a patient with chronic limb-
threatening ischemia. Note the diffuse disease and 
heavy calcification (green arrows) of the arteries with 
several and long occlusions (red arrow) affecting the 
femoropopliteal and distal vessels.
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hormone produced in, practically, all tissues and 
organs.18

Human GH is a mixture of two main proteins 
(22 and 20 kDa), and a number of a large 
(dimers, trimmers, etc.) and short isoforms pro-
duced inside the pituitary gland, whose role in 
the organism remains unestablished. The main 
form of GH (GH-N or GH 22 kDa) shares 25% 
homologous sequence with prolactine (PRL), 
and 96% with the placental GH variant (GH-V).17,19 
All these originate from a common ancestral 
gene.17–20 Although the relationship between 
these three hormones has not yet been properly 
clarified, they are all thought to act as proangio-
genic factors.17,19

In the vascular bed, GH helps regulate the produc-
tion of vascular growth factors and their function.17 
Interestingly, the first information available on the 
effects of GH on the vascular bed did not come 

from experimental studies, but rather from clinical 
evidence observed in GH-deficient patients. Many 
studies have shown that these patients suffer an 
endothelial dysfunction reflected as a lesser 
endothelium-dependent vasodilatation,21 which is 
probably due to a depletion of endothelial nitric 
oxide (NO) production.22 GH treatment stimu-
lates the production of NO, while it restores 
endothelial function,21,23 and decreases the associ-
ated oxidative stress.21 Similarly, GH treatment is 
capable of reversing structural vascular lesions, 
such as the intima-media thickness.21,24 Therefore, 
it is likely that the hormone can play an important 
role as a modulator or inductor of the physiological 
mechanisms involved in recovery after a cardiovas-
cular injury. The skin of GH-deficient patients has 
reduced capillary density and permeability, which 
improves after they receive GH treatment.25 
Furthermore, adults and children with this illness 
have reduced retinal vascularization.26,27 In fact, 
the retina has been considered a major target for 

Figure 2. Vascular adaptation following an ischemic insult. It has been divided into two different periods: short 
and long term. Observe both kinds of compensation process: microcirculatory and collateral.
A-v, arteriovenous; NO, nitric oxide.
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the proangiogenic actions of the GH–insulin-like 
growth factor 1 (IGF-1) axis.28,29

GH and peripheral blood vessels
Angiogenesis and GH. In addition to its effects on 
the heart,19,30–37 GH also acts on the peripheral 
vascular system. Its role in angiogenesis has been 
comprehensively reviewed.17 Briefly, GH receptors 
have been detected in blood vessels from different 
adult and fetal vascular beds,38–40 and in cultured 
endothelial cells,40,41 where GH stimulates endo-
thelial cell proliferation42–44 and tube forma-
tion.17,45 In vitro studies with endothelial cells have 
shown that GH produces a mitogenic effect, affects 
cell morphology (modulates the cell cytoskeleton), 
increases extracellular matrix (ECM) and boosts 
the formation of capillary-like structures in 
Matrigel®-coated plates.46 Moreover, it promotes 
the mobilization of endothelial progenitor cells 
(EPCs) into the bloodstream and improves the 
process of vascularization.47,48 This effect of GH 
appears to be mediated by vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF), stromal cell-derived factor 
1 (SDF1) or erythropoietin (EPO).47

IGF-1 may also mediate the proangiogenic action of 
GH, as its receptors are expressed in endothelial 
cells, and it stimulates angiogenesis both in vivo and 
in vitro.49 Although IGF-1 is the main mediating fac-
tor of GH’s effects, some of them are independent.23 
For instance, it promotes the expression and activity 
of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS).41 NO 
stimulates vasorelaxation, vasopermeability, and 
angiogenesis.50 Moreover, systemic40 or local infu-
sions of GH23 acutely increase forearm blood flow 
and NO delivery in healthy humans, without caus-
ing significant changes in plasma IGF-1 levels or in 
muscle IGF-1 mRNA expression.

In addition to the stimulation of the aforemen-
tioned growth factors and its direct effect, during 
the process of vascularization GH can induce the 
expression of other factors contributing to the 
effects of the hormone, among them: fibroblast 
growth factor (FGF), epidermal growth factor 
(EGF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF), EPO, and cytokines as interleukin (IL)-
1β, IL-2 or tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α.24,51,52 
Even more, GH is capable of interacting with 
receptors for PRL, which can also trigger proan-
giogenic signals17 (Figure 3).

Vasculogenesis and GH. During embryogenesis, 
the onset of vessel formation in the limbs takes 

place during the seventh week of pregnancy, when 
the release of GH and PRL, that slowly began at 
week 5, seems to reach more significant levels.17 
This timing suggests that both, GH and PRL, 
might play pivotal roles in organizing the sequen-
tial actions of a number of growth factors that can 
then act in this fetal proangiogenic environment.

Another fact supporting the possible role of GH 
in the embryo’s vasculogenesis is the relation-
ship of GH and SDF1 or C-X-C motif chemokine 
ligand 12 (CXXL12). This molecule has been 
implied in the migration of hematopoietic cells 
from the fetal liver to the bone marrow and the 
formation of large blood vessels.53 During adult-
hood, SDF1 accomplishes an important role in 
angiogenesis by recruiting EPCs from the bone 
marrow through the CXCR4 receptor.54 GH 
and SDF1 are related through this receptor, 
which is present in somatotropic cells.55 SDF1 
boosts the GH gene and the release of the hor-
mone from the anterior pituitary gland, either in 
normal or tumoral cells.55,56 GH also seems to 
stimulate SDF1 production, because the 
chemokine is strongly elevated in GH-transgenic 
mice57,58 and in GH-treated animals compared 
with that in controls.58 Furthermore, both mol-
ecules activate the JAK/STAT pathway, which 
has been implicated in endothelial migration and 
differentiation during angiogenesis.55

Nevertheless, countering the assumption that GH 
plays a determining role in embryonic vasculo-
genesis, is the fact that, in anencephalic fetuses, 
which usually lack a pituitary gland, no altera-
tions in limb vessels have been reported, despite 
the fact that they tend to have significant abnor-
malities in major cerebral arteries and the retinal 
vascular development process.59 A possible expla-
nation for this unexplained finding might be that 
the locally produced GH in endothelial cells com-
pensates for the lack of endocrine GH secretion.

Arteriogenesis and GH. Although several signal-
ing pathways converge to facilitate the growth of 
collateral arteries, the NO pathway, which par-
tially controls endothelial function and leukocytes 
adhesion, appears to be the most important, at 
least, as a first step after an arterial occlusion60 
(Figure 4).

As described previously, the GH/IGF-1 axis 
activates the eNOS enzyme and regulates other 
nonendothelial-dependent actions.23,25,26,47,48,61 
NO production relaxes arterial smooth muscle 
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Figure 3. (a) GH effects on the cardiovascular system at the heart and peripheral level. (b) (1) GH effects 
can be mediated by the activation of its own receptor (GHR) or that of PRL (PRLR). (2) Factors involved in the 
response to GH.
BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; EGF, epidermal growth factor; eNOS, endothelial NO synthase; EPO, 
erythropoietin; FGF, fibroblast growth factor; GH, growth hormone; GHR, growth hormone receptor; IGF-1, insulin-like 
growth factor 1; NO, nitric oxide; PRL, prolactin; PRLR, prolactin receptor; SDF-1/CXCL12, stromal cell-derived factor 
1/C-X-C motif chemokine 12; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.

Figure 4. Arteriogenesis. The increased shear stress forces produced by an arterial occlusion trigger the NO 
pathway activation, which in last term is the factor responsible for the onset of new functional collaterals. 
NO production inhibits VE-cadherin expression, which physiologically plays a pivotal role for maintaining the 
integrity of the vascular membrane, therefore allowing increased vascular permeability and monocytes and 
macrophages entry into the vascular wall. Blue arrows indicate stimulation and red arrows inhibition.
NO, nitric oxide; VE, vascular-endothelial.
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cells, and thereby reduces vascular tone, and 
inhibits its proliferation, migration, and platelet 
adhesion.13,62–64 Some models of PAD have 
shown that NO depletion is not a major factor 
involved in the onset of arterial disease. In these 
models, there is a marked insensitivity to NO 
resulting from a redox imbalance.15 This finding 
is consistent with recent reports of elevated H2O2 
and NO insensitivity in humans and animals with 
arterial disease.65–71 Beyond the role of NO on 
vascular tone, the GH/IGF-1 axis regulates gene 
expression of the vascular smooth muscle ATP-
sensitive potassium (KATP) channel,72 and 
therefore, lowers blood pressure.

ECM is essential in both angiogenesis and arterio-
genesis. It plays a conspicuous role in cell prolifera-
tion and migration and metabolism of growth 
factors. GH is one of the hormones that regulates 
the actions of ECM.46,73 It produces a dose-dependent 
and significant increase of some proteins in cultures 
of human aortic smooth muscle cells such as hyalu-
ronic acid and chondroitin. This action is not medi-
ated by IGF-1, as this molecule did not exert any 
effect on ECM in the same study.73

Additionally, GH has vasoactive effects by acting 
on the autonomic nervous system. For instance, a 
marked increase in sympathetic nerve activity can 
be seen in GH-deficient patients,74 which tends to 
be reverted after GH replacement therapy.75 This 
increase suggests that GH may regulate central 
sympathetic activity, affecting vascular peripheral 
resistance. The removal of sympathetic constric-
tor tone from the arterial walls, along with 
increased blood flow in the denervated area may 
stimulate collateral enlargement, and conse-
quently facilitate arteriogenesis, particularly in 
diabetic patients with neuropathy, whom show an 
increased vasomotor tone in the skeletal muscle 
arterioles secondary to an elevated noradrenaline-
induced contraction.12 In experimental studies, 
α-adrenergic tone of the iliac artery was higher in 
diabetic animals compared with nondiabetic con-
trols.76 However, the effect of diabetic neuropa-
thy on vasoreactivity in the lower extremity have 
not been clearly understood, as arteriovenous 
shunt flow is raised due to the release of the tonic 
vasoconstrictor tone, particularly in rich zones of 
shunts, as toe pulp.77 Those areas of skin that are 
deficient in arteriovenous anastomosis, as the foot 
dorsum, are less affected. This supports the idea 
that the sympathetic damage in diabetic neuropathy 
is partial and patched, and that we have to differ-
ence between central and peripheral autonomic 

nervous system damage. This damage will depend 
on the type of DM, the presence of comorbidities, 
the experimental model used and the vascular 
bed, but, in general, collateral arteries in DM are 
prone to present an increased constriction and 
decreased dilatation.12

Then, GH seems to be an important arteriogenic 
factor, particularly if we consider that it strongly 
induces the expression of VEGF and other growth 
factors that upregulate adhesion molecules, which 
are essential for the development of collateral 
arteries.13 In addition, GH may also play a role in 
arteriogenesis as a result of its action on the 
immune system. It has been shown that mono-
cytes, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 
(MCP-1) and T-lymphocytes play a key role in 
the control of vascular remodeling during arterio-
genesis,13 as their deficiency decreases and delays 
this process. GH is a strong inductor of these 
cells,19,78,79 and activates human monocyte chem-
otaxis and migration.79 Exogenous GH adminis-
tration induces MCP-1 mRNA up to eight-fold at 
concentrations as low as 0.5 ng/ml.78 However, 
the stimulation of immune cells by GH, not only 
benefits arteriogenesis, but also the neurogenic 
inflammatory response, and eventually the wound 
healing process.80 Figure 5 summarizes the effects 
of GH at different levels.

Wound healing and GH
Wound healing may not be achieved despite 
revascularization in CTLI patients. That is the 
case, for example, of diabetic patients, in whom 
an accurate function of the neurogenic inflam-
matory response is also needed in addition to 
good flow around the wound to achieve the final 
closure. Figure 6 summarizes the characteristics 
of a neuropathic wound in a diabetic patient from 
the clinical point of view. The same occurs in 
patients with neuropathy secondary to tretraple-
gia, alcohol or trauma, in whom, although the 
flow is conserved, can equally suffer from skin 
ulcers, which are normally difficult to heal. Figure 
7 depicts a neuropathic wound evolution in a 
tetraplegic patient, treated with a topical adminis-
tration of GH. In fact, there is some debate 
regarding whether ischemic diabetic patients 
always require revascularization, as a reasonable 
healing rate of 46% has been observed when 
revascularization is not achievable.81 For this rea-
son, these kinds of patients should not be driven 
directly for major amputation without first trying 
to heal their wounds by other methods.
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Neuropathy typically appears in almost 50-70% 
of diabetic patients, and may affect this neuro-
genic response.

The neurogenic response is mediated by nocicep-
tive afferent fibers which release the neuropeptide 
Substance P (SP). SP is essential for the activa-
tion of macrophages, chemoattraction, and the 
action of cytokines, natural killer (NK) cells and 
T-lymphocytes,82–86 all of them participating in 
the arteriogenic and angiogenic processes, and in 
wound healing. SP increases the production of 
nerve growth factor (NGF),87 which is stimulated 
by GH, along with its receptor.88 SP mediates 
interactions between neurons and immune cells, 
and modulates immune cell proliferation rates 
and cytokine production89 (Figure 8).

Although the relationship between SP and GH at 
the peripheral level has not been properly studied, 
their relationship at the level of the central nerv-
ous system has been well established,90–93 and it is 

Figure 5. Summary of GH actions for neovascularization and wound healing at different levels. At the BM 
level the hormone enhances the production and release of EPCs which peripherally mature to ECs. On ECs the 
hormone activates eNOS leading to NO production; this contributes to improve redox balance. GH decreases 
peripheral resistances by decreasing SNS. The hormone also acts on the IS leading to an increase in T and 
B-lymphocytes and the production of antibodies. GH exerts actions on the neurogenic response that results 
in an increase in SP production. These effects may lead to: (A) angiogenesis, as a result of hypoxia there is a 
sprout of new capillaries; (B) arteriogenesis, the occlusion of an artery (a) increases shear stress forces that 
act on preexisting collateral arterioles (b, c) enlarging them and allowing blood flow to bypass the occlusion 
(b1, c1). Wound healing is one of the consequences of the recovery of blood flow.
BM, bone marrow; EC, endothelial cell; eNOS, endothelial nitric oxide synthase; EPC, endothelial progenitor cell; GH, 
growth hormone; IS, immune system; NO, nitric oxide; ROS, reactive oxygen species; SNS, sympathetic nervous system; NS, 
peripheral nervous system;SP, Substance P. SP, Substance P.

Figure 6. Typical neuropathic wound with torpid 
evolution in a diabetic patient that previously underwent 
endovascular revascularization. Note the hyperkeratotic 
edge of the wound and the lack of healing.
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tempting to speculate that they must participate 
in a common reparative response aimed at wound 
healing.

On the other hand, GH is a strong inducer of 
the immune system. It mainly acts on mac-
rophages and T-lymphocytes, that play a key 
role in wound healing.13,78,79 A bidirectional 
relationship between the neuroendocrine sys-
tem and immune function has been shown.94 
The presence of GH receptors in lymphocytes 
membranes95 supports the immunomodulatory 
properties of this hormone.

During the inflammatory phase of healing, mac-
rophages deliver growth factors that attract 
fibroblasts and facilitate the next phase or 

proliferative phase. GH promotes the release of 
some of these factors, such as EGF, which is 
responsible for stimulating fibroblasts and their 
actions; VEGF, which promotes angiogenesis in 
the wound; and FGF, which stimulates mac-
rophages, mast cells and T-lymphocytes, and 
facilitates granulation and epithelization.96,97 
Effectively, GH stimulates wound healing in 
experimental studies with diabetic rats and 
mice.80,98 These statements are valid, both for 
skin lesions and for injuries of internal organs, 
as the general healing concepts are the same. 
Surprisingly, it is not the concentration of GH, 
but the previous alteration of the immune sys-
tem that really influences the final effect of the 
hormone on this system. That is, a different 
response is observed in healthy people than in 

Figure 7. Evolution of a neuropathic wound in a tetraplegic patient treated with topic GH administration (0.5 
mg/day).
GH, growth hormone.

Figure 8. Neurogenic response. Schematic design of the mechanisms involved in the inflammation process 
triggered by neuropathy. It represents the connection between nervous and immune system that contributes to 
the wound healing. SP and neurotrophins are the mediator molecules.
+, stimulation; -, inhibition; IL-1, interleukin-1; NK-cells, natural killer-cells; SP, Substance P.
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those with allergies,94 which supports the idea 
that GH may play an important role when the 
immune system is altered, as is the case in 
patients with CLTI, particularly in the elderly 
or diabetic population.

The wound healing timetable may be variable. 
Wounds become stuck in the inflammatory 
phase because of poor perfusion or deficit or 
dysfunction of the growth factors. The latter 
typically appears in patients with neuropathy, 
that usually affects DM patients with CLTI, 
and GH could help improve the wound flow, 
and the growth factors needed for the wound to 
reach the final cure. Although out of the scope 
of this review, wound infection and tissue necro-
sis are also another factors that clearly influence 
on healing.

Special considerations for angio/
arteriogenesis in atherosclerotic CLTI 
patients

Cardiovascular risk factors
Age. Both cardiovascular structure and function 
are under a continuous remodeling process as we 
age. Aging may attenuate angiogenesis and arte-
riogenesis, and either produces less proangiogenic 
cytokines or increases the expression of antian-
giogenic factors.99 Vascular aging is characterized 
by increased mitochondrial ROS production in 
endothelial cells, which, in turn, decreases the 
bioavailability of the vasodilator and anti-apop-
totic NO, increases cardiac oxygen demand, and 
promotes vascular inflammation by inducing 
nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-kB). These adverse 
effects are reverted by GH treatment.61 For exam-
ple, it has been reported that GH treatment 
increases the number of cerebral cortical arteri-
oles in aging rats.100 Among these age-related 
changes in the cardiovascular system some aspects 
increase, such as fibrosis, and other aspects 
decrease, such as myocyte number, stress-induced 
cardiovascular response, exercise capacity, vessel 
rarefaction, arterial compliance and endothelial 
function.33

By examining a sample obtained from an ischemic 
muscle of an elderly patient (Figure 9), it is easy 
to understand this process. The lack of blood in a 
particular territory leads to an inflammatory 
response aimed at releasing growth factors and 
cells that trigger neovascularization [Figure 9(b)]. 
Scarce capillaries and CD 31 cells are usually 

seen in elderly patients with CLTI [Figure 9(c)], 
which indicates that the physiological response on 
its own might not be enough.

Nonetheless, elderly people still remain responsive 
to physical (e.g. exercise training) or biochemical 
stimuli (e.g. exogenous angiogenic growth fac-
tors), which improve the angiogenic and arterio-
genic responses. NO-donors (nitrates, sodium 
nitroprusside, NONOates, S-Nitrosothiols, NO 
hybrid drugs), as well as single or combined angi-
ogenic growth factors, were found to be effective 
in promoting collateral function in the ischemic 
tissues of animals of old age.99

Many patients suffering from an arterial occlu-
sion are elderly. Aging also affects the ECM, inte-
grins, the eNOS system, inflammatory responses 
and neurohormonal factors,99 and it also has an 
impact on GH production. Throughout life, the 
pulsatile secretion of the hormone decreases, both 
in number and amplitude, until it is imperceptible.33 
This fact can contribute to an imbalance between 
pro and antiangiogenic factors, favoring the lat-
ter. This is one of the reasons why the administra-
tion of GH to elderly people has been proposed,101 
though it must be balanced with its possible side 
effects.33

DM. DM raises the risk of suffering from arte-
rial occlusion, complicates its treatment and 
impairs arteriogenesis. Diabetic patients show a 
lower sensitivity for shear stress, also due to 
multilevel arterial occlusive disease, and an ele-
vated vasomotor tone, which impairs the activa-
tion of the endothelium, elevates the threshold 
of response to vasodilator stimuli, and reduces 
the enlargement of collateral arteries in the 
end.12,102,103 In addition, EPCs function and sig-
naling of growth factors are also impaired in 
diabetes.12 It is important to highlight the dys-
function of eNOS in this disease, which explains 
the attenuated arterial remodeling. Either endo-
thelial or platelet-derived NO are affected.12,102 
Maintained hyperglycemia activates protein C 
and NF-kB, which increase ROS and subse-
quently interfere with the redox balance, pro-
moting atherosclerosis.102

GH could aid in the recovery of vasomotor tone 
and eNOS dysfunction in patients with DM. 
Knowing that the expression of growth factors is 
altered in diabetic patients with neuropathy, and 
that their administration induces neuronal regen-
eration in both, in vitro and in vivo models of 
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diabetic nerve damage,104 treatment with a com-
bination of proangiogenic and antineurogenic fac-
tors could be an attractive option for such patients 
in a clinical scenario.

However, GH is a counter-regulatory hormone 
that opposes the hypoglycemic effects of insu-
lin, but is not a clear contraindication for the 
possible use of the hormone in cases of PAD in 
diabetic patients. Moreover, a recent study in 
rats reported that GH and its receptor are criti-
cally involved in pancreatic β-cell growth, sur-
vival, differentiation and insulin secretion.105 
Perhaps these are the mechanisms by which 
GH improves long-term glycemic control,106–109 
without causing an increase in glycated hemo-
globin (HbA1C) levels (a reference parameter 
in DM control).110

Redox balance
The main mechanism of damage of the cardiovas-
cular factors remains unknown; however, their 
deleterious mechanism may be due to the fact 
that they modify the normal redox balance.13,15 
Antioxidant molecules such as TEMPOL (a 
superoxide dismutase agonist) and apocynin (a 
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
oxidase inhibitor), improve arteriogenic compen-
sation when administered before and after the 
occlusion of an artery, whereas their benefit was 
interrupted when L-NAME (nitroarginine methyl 
ester), an inhibitor of nitric oxide synthase,  
was administered.15 Supporting these data, anti-
hypertensive drugs, such as captopril or ramipril, 
increase the tissue flow mediated by arteriogene-
sis in animal models of ischemia and humans with 
PAD. The underlying mechanism originates from 

Figure 9. Hematoxylin-eosin stained histological section of an ischemic muscle. (a) Note the fat infiltration with 
numerous vacuoles. (b) Extensive inflammatory infiltration, centralization of nuclei and interfiber edema. (c) 
Immunohistochemistry showing CD31 cells; note the small number of stained capillaries. Magnification 40×.
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its antioxidant action, because of their sulfhydryl 
group, which corrects the characteristic superox-
ide-ion overload.15 The accumulation of the latter 
is characteristic of patients with arterial hyperten-
sion, and is responsible for collateral flow deterio-
ration. Therefore, cardiovascular risk factors 
worsen oxidative stress, and contribute to the 
redox imbalance that begins with aging.

Oxidative stress seems to have a great influence 
on arterial function and collateral remodeling. 
The correction of oxidative stress together with 
the prevention and treatment of vascular risk 
factors play important roles in the chronic set-
ting of vascular disease. It must be highlighted 
that GH, not only activates eNOS, but also 
reduces the redox imbalance,21 decreasing the 
respiratory chain activity on the mitochondria111 
(Figure 5).

Embryonic origin of the vessels
There are several differences among vessels per-
taining to different territories according to their 
embryonic origin with respect to their response to 
growth factors. That is, not all factors function 
equally for all vessels.112 There are several embry-
onic differences between coronary and peripheral 
arteries. For example, VEGF yielded positive 
angiogenic results in myocardial infarction but 
failed in PAD.113,114 Some explanations have been 
proposed with regard to this matter. First, differ-
ent expression patterns of growth factor receptors 
may be determined by different locations; second, 
endothelial cells from different arteries may have 
different abilities to recruit monocytes/mac-
rophages; and finally, there are different tissues 
surrounding both kinds of arteries (cardiomyo-
cytes and skeletal muscle cells) which might imply 
different needs as a result of their different metab-
olisms.112 All these facts favor arteriogenesis or 
angiogenesis in one territory or another, or favor 
the action of a specific factor in one place and not 
in the other.

In addition, the genetic make-up of the embry-
onic development will determine the number of 
preexisting collateral vessels, and is a key point in 
the repercussion of an arterial occlusion. In fact, 
cardiovascular risk factors have a negative impact 
on the load of preexisting collateral vessels, and, 
hence, also on the final compensation in the case 
of occlusion. The collateral load is affected in 
patients with diabetes, or those with old age,115 
which could be another fact explaining the lesser 

benefit of the use of proangiogenic growth factors 
in these groups of patients.

Type of vascular disease
The type of vascular disease may determine the 
final choice of therapy for the neovascularization 
process, as not all diseases that cause CLTI affect 
major arteries. There are some conditions affect-
ing smaller vessels in which the main approach 
should be to promote angiogenesis. That is the 
case of nonatherosclerotic inflammatory disor-
ders observed in cases of vasculitis, such as throm-
boangiitis obliterans (TAO). Clinical trials with 
growth factors, including stem cells, such as the 
TACT trial, yielded better results in patients with 
TAO than with PAD,116 showing that atheroscle-
rotic PAD is more aggressive. Stem cells seem to 
promote mainly angiogenesis, as was demon-
strated in an animal model studied by the same 
authors of the TACT trial, in which they observed 
that neovessels were located at the capillary level 
rather than at the arteriolar level.117

Microangiopathy with or without the occlusion of 
distal vessels of the leg, that typically affects dia-
betic patients and chronic renal failure, is another 
situation in which the main therapeutic approach 
could be angiogenesis, as major arteries are unaf-
fected in this condition. As we will discuss later, 
neuropathy also has to be addressed in such 
patients, as it alters wound healing.

Antiangiogenesis and GH
In spite of this extensive analysis of the vascular 
effects induced by GH, high levels of this hor-
mone are not always associated with angiogene-
sis. In fact, GH does not stimulate the proliferation 
of some harvested endothelial cells,17,43 which 
implies that, some of the vascular effects induced 
by the hormone depend on the local environment 
in which it is acting, for example, the presence of 
other angiogenic agents, such as IGF-1, NO, 
VEGF and even the autocrine GH. As described 
above, the secretion of GH by endothelial cells 
promotes the proliferation, migration, survival 
and formation of capillary vessels.17 It is possible 
that GHRs might be either occupied or desensi-
tized by the autocrine hormone, and, therefore, 
prevent the action of the endocrine GH or that of 
the exogenously administered hormone.

Another more feasible possibility is that GH could 
suffer a cellular proteolytic cleavage, which would 
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generate vasoinhibins. Vasoinhibins are a family 
of peptides resulting from the proteolytic cleavage 
of PRL and GH, which block the vasodilatation, 
permeability, growth and survival of blood ves-
sels.118,119 Therefore, they control the balance 
between the growth and regression of blood ves-
sels under physiological conditions, especially in 
the female reproductive system.17

The inhibition of GH signaling by proteins from 
the suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS) fam-
ily has also been reported. GH induces the expres-
sion of several SOCS family members (CIS, 
SOCS1-3), which suggests that these proteins 
may also regulate GH signaling. It is thought that 
SOCS2 acts as a negative regulator of GH activ-
ity.120 In this sense, proinflammatory cytokines 
such as IL-1B or TNF-α, and endotoxins, which 
are frequently increased in PAD patients, may 
induce SOCS proteins and could lead to GH 
insensitivity. Paradoxically, it has been found that 

high concentrations of SOCS2 may upregulate 
GH signaling in mice120 (Figure 10).

Atherosclerosis and GH
Patients with acromegaly are at increased cardio-
vascular risk compared with that of healthy 
individuals.121 A proatherogenic state has been 
described in these patients. Cardiovascular 
abnormalities, such as hypertension and cardio-
myopathy, are frequent in this condition and lead 
to heart failure.122,123 In this process, charac-
terized by an increased and continuous pituitary 
GH release, an endothelial dysfunction seems to 
exist that can be measured by several markers. For 
example, some atherogenic factors, such as oxidized 
low-density lipoproteins or lipoprotein (a),124,125 
and hemostatic parameters like fibrinogen and 
tissue plasminogen activator, are increased, 
whereas lower concentrations of protein S have been 
found,126 which may represent an atherogenic and 

Figure 10. Intracellular mechanisms by which GH produces angiogenesis or arteriogenesis or may be 
inactivated. (1) After the interaction between GH and its receptor (GHR) a cascade of signaling pathways is 
initiated by JAK2 activation leading to the expression of a number of genes. (2) The GHR may be internalized 
together with GH and translocated to the nucleus where it may also activate gene expression. (3) GH and 
GHR may suffer a lysosomal degradation after being internalized, but also, depending on the tissue, the 
hormone may suffer a specific proteolytic cleavage giving origin to vasoinhibins (4) which may block both 
angiogenesis and arteriogenesis. This represents a mechanism of control for both processes. (5) Among 
the genes expressed SOCS acts by inhibiting GH signaling, directly or affecting the translocation of the GHR 
to the nucleus of the cell. (6, 7) Cells may express GH that acts in an autocrine (6) or paracrine (7) manner. 
This cellular production of the hormone may lead to an interaction with the membrane GHR (8) impeding the 
effects of endocrine or exogenously administered hormone, or even may produce the desensitization of GHR.
On the left of the figure, signals responsible for angiogenesis (upper) and arteriogenesis (lower) can be seen. Blue arrows, 
stimulation; red arrows and squares, inhibition.
+, activation; -, inhibition; Akt, serin threonine kinase; DLL4-Notch-VEGF axis, Delta like 4-Notch-vascular endothelial 
growth factor axis; GH, growth hormone; GHR, growth hormone receptor; JAK/STATs, Janus kinase/signal transducer and 
activator of transcription; NO, nitric oxide; RAS-ERK, rats sarcoma-extracellular signal-regulated kinases; Rho, hexameric 
protein found in prokaryotes, necessary for the process of terminating the transcription of some genes; SOCs, suppressor of 
cytokine signaling.
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hypercoagulable environment. At the clinical 
level, intima-media thickness is elevated, although 
this finding is not consistent,127 and other mark-
ers of atherogenesis, such as lipoprotein-associ-
ated phospholipase A (2) or homocysteine seem 
to be unchanged.124,128

Although a premature atherosclerotic state in 
acromegaly has been suggested as a consequence 
of the insulin resistance and direct vascular effects 
of GH and IGF-1,129 there are controversial data 
in the studies and a methodological bias.130 In any 
case, the concentration of the hormone in acro-
megaly is considerably high and sustained over a 
long period of time compared with that occurring 
physiologically. Another question to be eluci-
dated is if the atherosclerotic findings observed in 
acromegaly are due to GH or due to the cardio-
vascular risk factors that appear in such patients.121

Potential clinical use and drawbacks
With regard to the potential use of GH as an angi-
ogenic/arteriogenic therapy, there might be some 
concern about its theoretical oncogenic potential. 
However, long-term studies in children with a 
deficit of the hormone secondary to the adminis-
tration of prophylactic brain radiotherapy to treat 
leukemia, reported only a slightly increased inci-
dence of the occurrence of a second neoplasm 
compared with that in the equivalent age popula-
tion treated with GH due to GH-deficiency. 
Furthermore, it has recently been published that 
this second neoplasm appears as a consequence 
of radiotherapy and not of GH treatment. 
Acromegaly has been proven to increase thyroid 
cancer risk;131 however, this disease evolves over 
many years, and the responsible pituitary tumor 
releases high and sustained amounts of GH. It is 
yet to be established whether the hormone is the 
factor responsible for this increased risk or 
whether it depends on the metabolic and hormo-
nal alterations that occur as a result of the consist-
ently elevated plasma IGF-1 levels. Both, in 
clinical practice conditions and in our own expe-
rience, short-term treatment with the hormone at 
the appropriate dosage is safe. In any case, the 
presence of a malignancy has to be ruled out 
whenever a treatment with GH is scheduled.

Assuming the positive effects of GH on PAD, a 
possible question is in regard to the best method 
of administering the hormone. Theoretically, 
nanocapsules containing slowly released GH, 
placed just before the arterial occlusion, would 

be an effective method of administration. In fact, 
these GH-nanocapsules are being developed and 
tested in animal and cell studies for other pur-
poses (unpublished data). However, we do not 
consider that this way of administration may 
represent a clear advantage over conventional 
subcutaneous administration. In our experience, 
the topical administration has demonstrated to 
be effective for treating neuropathic wounds. 
Nevertheless, more studies are needed in this 
direction. It has to be highlighted that those 
cases with severe foot infection and sepsis should 
be a contraindication for GH treatment, because 
it has been reported that the administration of 
high doses of the hormone in critical ill patients 
is associated with increased morbidity and 
mortality.132,133

The dose of GH needed for treating these usually 
elderly patients is not yet clear; however, moni-
toring IGF-1 levels should be enough. As stated 
above, high doses of GH do not achieve more of 
a benefit and could induce the collateral effects.

According to the analysis of the published litera-
ture, and our unpublished experience, we believe 
that translational data will eventually need to 
make a leap from the bench to bedside, and this 
hormone should be tested as a bail out tool for the 
treatment of patients with CLTI when no other 
option is available, either alone or in combination 
with others growth factors, including stem cells.

We are currently conducting a phase III rand-
omized controlled trial called: Growth Hormone 
Angiogenic Study (GHAS), Eudract 2012-
002228-34, approved by the Spanish Agency of 
Drugs and Health Products (AEMPs) and the 
Autonomic Committee on Research Ethics in 
Galicia (CAEIG), Spain, in patients suffering 
from CLTI. We are also conducting an experi-
mental study, which was approved by  
the Bioethics Committee of Galicia (CBG), 
Spain, with the objective of testing different ani-
mal models of ischemia and GH actions. 
Interestingly, early data obtained among several 
genes analyzed in human ischemic muscle sam-
ples from 16 patients with CLTI, suggest that 
there is a significant increase in eNOS and 
VEGF-A expression in the treatment group. 
Regarding the diabetic patients enrolled thus far 
in this trial, none of them have experienced a 
significant modification of their glycemic con-
trol, or a change in the dose of their antidiabetic 
drugs.
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Conclusion
Based on the current knowledge of the arterio-
genic and angiogenic mechanisms, and on the 
data in this paper, the treatment with growth fac-
tors in patients suffering from CLTI may be of 
high utility. A key point for lower limbs is to 
search for molecules that enhance arteriogenesis. 
Antioxidants might play an important role in the 
future. Knowledge of the wound healing process 
and the neurogenic response could improve the 
results by using specific growth factors, and 
hence, decreasing the failure to reach the primary 
endpoints of the clinical trials.

In summary, GH is a pleiotropic hormone whose 
actions depend on the environment. Thus, after 
an arterial occlusion, the hormone may be able to 
boost angiogenic and arteriogenic responses. The 
more severe the ischemia is, the more number of 
signals there will be for the hormone, and the 
more effective it will be. However, these mecha-
nisms are still poorly understood.

Other possible benefits of this hormone for wound 
healing and cardiovascular morbidity in critical 
limb ischemia have been highlighted, especially in 
the elderly and diabetic populations. Nevertheless, 
the pros and cons of using this hormone must be 
weighed, and the best dosage and route of admin-
istration needs to be investigated.

It is unlikely that only one factor will be enough to 
improve the physiological mechanisms needed for 
recovery. The combination of growth factors and 
stem cells will result in the greatest benefit in 
these kinds of patients. Clinical trials will deter-
mine whether GH is useful for treating patients 
with severe PAD, mitigating symptoms and 
avoiding amputations.
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